Abstract. We prove that every mixing Z d -action by automorphisms of a compact, connected, abelian group is mixing of all orders.
Introduction
If α is a mixing automorphism of a compact, abelian group X, then α is Bernoulli and hence mixing of all orders ( [6] , [8] ). However, if d > 1, and if α is a mixing Z d -action by automorphismsms of a compact, abelian group X, then α need not be mixing of every order ( [5] ), and the intricate way in which higher order mixing can break down may be used to construct measurable isomorphism invariants for α ( [3] ). In [11] the question was raised whether higher order mixing can fail only if X is disconnected, and a partial result in this direction was obtained (the absence of nonmixing shapes for Z d -actions on connected groups). In this paper we answer this question by proving that every mixing Z d -action α by automorphisms of a compact, connected, abelian group is mixing of all orders. Even for commuting toral automorphisms this statement is far from obvious, and its proof depends on a highly nontrivial estimate by H.P. Schlickewei ([9] ) of the maximal number of solutions (v 1 , . . . , v r ) of equations of the form a 1 v 1 + · · · + a r v r = 1, subject to certain constraints, where the a i and v i lie in an algebraic number field K.
Multiple mixing and prime ideals
Let (X, S, µ) be a standard (or Lebesgue) probability space, d ≥ 1, and let T : n → T n be a measure preserving Z d -action on (X, S, µ). The action T is mixing of order r (or r-mixing, or mixing on r sets) if, 1991 Mathematics Subject Classification. 22D40, 28C10, 11D61. The second author gratefully acknowledges support from NSF grant DMS-91-03056 at the Ohio State University.
for all sets B 1 , . . . , B r in S, (1) lim
In (1) we may obviously assume that n 1 = 0. Now assume that X is a compact, abelian group (always assumed to be metrizable), S = B X is the Borel field of X, and that µ = λ X is the normalized Haar measure of X. We writeX for the dual group of X, denote by x, χ = χ(x) the value at x ∈ X of a character χ ∈X, and writeη for the automorphism η(χ) = χ · η, χ ∈X, ofX dual to a continuous automorphism η of X. A homomorphism α : n → α n from Z d into the group Aut(X) of continuous automorphisms of X is a Z d -action by automorphisms of X. From (2.1) it is clear that a Z d -action α by automorphisms of a compact, abelian group X is r-mixing if and only if, for all characters χ 1 , . . . , χ r inX with χ i = 1 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , r},
Again we may assume that n 1 = 0 in (2). The equivalence of (1) and (2) is seen by expanding the indicator functions of the sets B i as Fourier series.
Before we discuss the higher order mixing properties of Z d -actions by automorphisms of compact, abelian groups we recall the algebraic description of such actions in [2] and [10] . f · a = on the compact, abelian group
In this notation the r-mixing condition (2.2) is equivalent to the condition that, for all nonzero elements (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ M r ,
whenever m l ∈ Z d and m l − m l lies outside some sufficiently large finite subset of
for some a ∈ M, and M is associated with a prime ideal p ⊂ R d if p is the only prime ideal in R d which is associated with M. A nonzero Laurent polynomial f ∈ R d is a generalized cyclotomic polynomial if there exist m, n ∈ Z d and a cyclotomic polynomial c in a single variable such that n = 0 and f = u m c(u n ). The following theorem was proved in [10] .
Theorem 2.1. Let α be a Z d -action by automorphisms of a compact, abelian group X, and let M =X be the R d -module arising from α via (2.3)-(2.4). The following conditions are equivalent.
(1) α is mixing (i.e. 2-mixing); (2) α m is ergodic for every 0 = m ∈ Z d ; (3) None of the prime ideals associated with M contains a generalized cyclotomic polynomial.
If the Z d -action α in Theorem 2.1 is mixing, then the higher order mixing behaviour of α is again determined by the prime ideals associated with M =X. Theorem 2.2. Let α be a Z d -action by automorphisms of a compact, abelian group X, and let M =X be the R d -module arising from α via (2.3)-(2.4). The following conditions are equivalent for every r ≥ 2.
(1) α is r-mixing;
Proof. Suppose that α is r-mixing. If p ⊂ R d is a prime ideal associated with M, then there exists an element a ∈ M such that p = {f ∈ R d : f · a = 0}, and we set
⊥ is a closed, α-invariant subgroup of X, and the
Y is a factor of α and hence r-mixing.
Conversely, if α is not r-mixing, then (2.8) shows that there exists a nonzero element (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ M r and a sequence (n
· a r = 0 for every m ≥ 1. There exists a Noetherian submodule N ⊂ M such that {a 1 , . . . , a r } ⊂ N, and (2.8) implies that the Z d -action α N , which is a quotient of α, is not r-mixing.
Since N is Noetherian, the set of (distinct) prime ideals associated with N is finite and equal to {p 1 , . . . , p m }, say. By Theorem VI.5.3 in [4] there exist submodules W 1 , . . . , W m of N such that N/W i is associated with p i for i = 1, . . . , m, m i=1 W i = {0}, and i∈S W i = {0} for every subset S {1, . . . , m}. In particular, the map a
N/W i is injective, and the dual homomorphism fromX = K to N = X N is surjective. Hence α N is a factor of α K , so that α K cannot be r-mixing. By applying (2.8) to the R d -module K we see that there exists a j ∈ {1, . . . , m} such that
and use Lemma 3.4 in [3] to find integers 1 ≤ t ≤ s and submodules
. . , t, and q k p for i = t + 1, . . . , s. We choose Laurent polynomials g k ∈ q k p, k = t + 1, . . . , s, and set g = g t+1 · · · g s . Since α V is not r-mixing, (2.8) implies the existence of a nonzero element (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ V r and a sequence (n
, and note that 0 = (b 1 , . . . , b r ) ∈ (N t ) r , since g ·a = 0 for every nonzero element a ∈ V. There exists a unique integer p ∈ {1, . . . , t} such that (
r , and by setting
is not r-mixing by (2.8). Since the prime ideal p is associated with the submodule N ⊂ M, p is also associated with M, and the theorem is proved. 8) ). In order to be able to apply this result we shall characterize those prime ideals p ⊂ R d for which α R d /p is r-mixing for every r ≥ 2. We identify Z with the set of constant polynomials in R d and note that, for every prime ideal p ⊂ R d , p ∩ Z is either equal to pZ for some rational prime p = p(p), or to {0}, in which case we set p(p) = 0. (
Theorem 3.1 (1) follows from Theorem 3.3 (2) of [Sc2]. We postpone the proof of Theorem 3.1 (2) for the moment and look instead at some of the consequences of that theorem. If α is a Z d -action by automorphisms of a compact, abelian group X with completely positive entropy, then it is mixing of all orders by Theorem 6.5 and Corollary 6.7 in [7] . If the group X is zero-dimensional, the reverse implication is also true. (1) α has completely positive entropy; (2) α is r-mixing for every r ≥ 2.
Proof. Since X is zero-dimensional, every prime ideal p associated with the R d -module M =X arising from α via (2.3)-(2.4) contains a nonzero constant, so that p(p) > 0. According to Theorem 6.5 in [7] , this implies that α has completely positive entropy if and only if p = p(p) · R d for every prime ideal p associated with M, and the equivalence of (1) and (2) follows from Theorem 2.2 and Theorem 3.1 (1).
The next corollary shows that the higher order mixing behaviour of Z d -actions by automorphisms of compact, connected, abelian groups is quite different from the zero-dimensional case, and requires no assumptions concerning entropy. Proof. The group X is connected if and only if the dual groupX is torsion-free, i.e. if and only if na = 0 whenever 0 = a ∈X and 0 = n ∈ Z. We write M =X for the R d -module defined by α via (2.3)-(2.4), note that the connectedness of X implies that p(p) = 0 for every prime ideal p ⊂ R d associated with M, and apply Theorems 2.2 and 3.1 (2).
Corollary 3.4. Let A 1 , . . . , A d be commuting automorphism of the ntorus T n = R n /Z n with the property that the
Then α is r-mixing for every r ≥ 2. The proof of Theorem 3.1 (2) depends on a result by Schlickewei [9] . Let K be an algebraic number field of degree D, and let P (K) be the set of places and P ∞ (K) the set of infinite (or archimedean) places of K. For every v ∈ P (K), | · | v denotes the associated absolute value, normalized so that |a| v is equal to the standard absolute value |a| if v ∈ P ∞ (K) and a ∈ Q, and |p| v = p −1 if v lies above the rational prime p. Let S, P ∞ (K) ⊂ S ⊂ P (K), be a finite set of cardinality s. An element a ∈ K is an S-unit if |a| v = 1 for every v ∈ P (K) S. Theorem 3.5. (Schlickewei) Let a 1 , . . . , a n be nonzero elements of K. Then the equation
has not more than (4sD!)
Proof. Proof of Theorem 3.1 (2) For every field F we set F × = F {0}. Let Q ⊂ C be the algebraic closure of Q, and let
is not r-mixing for some r ≥ 3, and that r is the smallest integer with this property. According to (2.8) there exists a nonzero element (a 1 , . . . , a r ) ∈ (R d /p) r and a sequence (n
· a r = 0 for every m ≥ 1. For simplicity we assume that n (m) = n (n) whenever 1 ≤ m < n, and that n 
, has kernel p, and may thus be regarded as an injective homomorphism from R d /p into C; in particular, f 1 (c) · · · f r (c) = 0. We denote by K the algebraic number field Q(c) = Q(c 1 , . . . , c d ) and set S = P ∞ (K) ∪ {v ∈ P (K) : |c i | v = 1 for some i ∈ {1, . . . , d}}. Then S is finite, and Schlickewei's Theorem 3.5 implies that the equation
has only finitely many solutions (v 2 , . . . , v r ) in S-units such that is an S-unit for every i = 2, . . . , r and m ≥ 1. From (10) we conclude that, for all but finitely many m ≥ 1, one of the subsums f i 1 (c)c
vanishes. For some choice of 1 < i 1 < · · · < i k ≤ r we obtain an infinite set M of positive integers such that f i 1 (c)c
= 0 for every m ∈ M , and this is easily seen to imply that α R d /p fails to be k-mixing, where k < r, contrary to the minimality of r.
A moment's reflection shows that we have now proved enough to obtain Corollary 3.4. For Theorem 3.1 (2) and Corollary 3.3, however, we have to deal with the case where V (p) is infinite. Since p(p) = 0, the natural homomorphism ι : N = R d /p −→ N = Q ⊗ Z N, defined by a → 1 ⊗ a for every a ∈ N, is injective, and we put z i = ι(u i + p) and z d+i = ι(u
, applied to the Q-algebra N , allows us to find an integer t ∈ {1, . . . , 2d} and Q-linear functions w 1 , . . . , w t of the elements z 1 , . . . , z 2d such that {w 1 , . . . , w t } is algebraically independent over Q and each z 1 , . . . , z 2d is integral over Q[w 1 , . . . , w t ]. We choose and fix monic polynomials for every s ≥ 1. As the ideal p ⊂ R d is prime, the variety V C (p) must, for every s ≥ 1, be contained in one of the sets Ψ(i 1 , . . . , i k ) (m) or Φ (m,n) with s ≤ m < n ≤ C + s + 2 and {i 1 , . . . , i k } {1, . . . , r}. The second possibility is excluded by our assumption that α R d /p is mixing, and we conclude that there exists, for infinitely many m ≥ 1, a subset {i 1 , . . . , i k } {1, . . . , r} (depending on m) such that V C (p) ⊂ Ψ(i 1 , . . . , i k ) (m) . Since there are only finitely many such subsets we obtain that α R d /p fails to be k-mixing for some k < r, contrary to the minimality of r, exactly as in the case where V (p) is finite. This contradiction implies that α R d /p is r-mixing for every r ≥ 2.
